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Rapidly integrates patterns of strategic elements

Newsletter ...
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In this issue

Editorial comments

●

Feature article ...
A Ripose success story

Welcome to our fifth issue of the Ripose
newsletter from our team at Ripose. Apologies for
not publishing any newsletter since July 2002.

Next issue
●

●

Feature article - iCaspar v0.02
FAQs - your questions about Ripose
answered by a Ripose Architect - grade 0

If you have an article you would like to submit, or
have a question about any aspect of Ripose, please
contact us.
Please also visit the Ripose web site and the resource
centre to read or print any of our brochures, fact
sheets, white papers, articles and press releases.
To view or print this newsletter with Adobe
Acrobat
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please click on the newsletter link.

"We live in troubled times"
"The more things change, the more they stay the
same"
We are saddened by the events over the past few
days. For those of you personally affected by the
conflict, we offer you our best wishes.
For all our sakes, may there be a speedy end to this
apparently senseless waste of lives and resources.
May the Universal Spirit enlighten all those leaders
hell bent on destroying lives they did not create in
order to 'teach the other a lesson they will never
forget'.
When will they learn that winning wars is based on
cunning and power (the notion that 'We Are Right')
but winning the peace is based on aligning
everyone's common goals (the notion to 'Please
Everyone, Align Common Elements') and satisfying
the basic needs of everyone on this planet.
Perhaps in a small way the work now achieved at
Ripose will work towards winning the peace.
Please read on
Charles Richter - Managing Director
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Strategic planning to implemented solutions

Newsletter ...
A Ripose success story ...
In 1991 Charles decided to implement the concept 'a
place for everything and everything in its place'.
Instead of diving into code (as was the wont of the
day), he decided to look for a technique and tools to
help him describe what he was going to build. The
outcome of this search was that all the available tools
and techniques were either incomplete or 'just did
not work'. In addition, the asking price was
prohibitively high. So he decided to 'build his own
mind processor'.
He set about this task by describing the concept to
himself by producing a business objectives document
followed by a Proof of Concept - the knowledge (to
support the objectives) and strategies (to prioritise
the implementation of the knowledge).
He then used the prioritised knowledge to help design
the data base (producing a Proof of Logical) and the
Ripose Technique was 'born'.
Then, having 'Riposed' his concept, he wrote the code
to create and access the data in the data base (Proof
of Physical) and Caspar was 'born'.
Over the next decade he continued to evolve Caspar
as a client server application for use in a multi user
environment. At the same time Caspar helped refine
the Ripose Technique.
He delayed commercialising Ripose as one of his
objectives was 'never to release anything that could
have a detrimental effect on anyone'. The problem he
now faced was finding people willing to allow him to
'experiment' on.
He found a few 'good' people (some of whom provided
him with a testimonial) and they helped to refine and
improve the offerings.
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He always knew that if he was the only person
capable of applying the Ripose Technique (using
Caspar to speed up the deliverables), then helping
others find a 'place for everything and put
everything in its place' would be virtually
impossible. However, trying to distribute an
evaluation copy of Caspar ('try before you buy') as
a client server application was too expensive.
The only viable option was to distribute the
application over the internet. So he and his
colleagues set about trying to find someone capable
of and willing to web enable Caspar without charging
a fortune. By 2002, no one had been found. Perhaps
they were looking in the wrong place!
In July 2002 after nearly 30 years in the IT
industry and at the ripe young age of 55 Charles
was 'put out to pasture'.
He moved to the Northern Rivers region of NSW
and met a number of wonderful people who opened
their hearts and minds to him and were willing for
him to listen to them in order to produce their
concepts/dreams on paper.
Their success spurred him on with his next dream to web enable Caspar. On the 27 March 2003 he
began to 'Internet ready' the Goals section of the
Ripose Technique. Five days later iCaspar was
'born'. The results of this labour is now available
for anyone wishing to use it. You are cordially
invited to to experience the beta version of
iCaspar.
So in essence the Ripose success story is its own
success - 'a place for business objects and every
business object in its place'.
To experience the rapid solution you can achieve
using Ripose, please contact us.
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